How to measure a bearing

**Outside diameter**

To measure the outside diameter of a bearing, you need to use the larger legs on the Vernier. Take your Vernier and get it so that the larger legs are in the centre of the outside diameter on the bearing. Please use the picture below as a reference.
Inside Diameter

To measure the inside diameter. You need to use the small legs on the Vernier. Take your Vernier and get it so that the smaller legs are in the centre of the inside diameter on the bearing. Please use the picture below as a reference.
Width

To measure the width. You need to use the large legs on the Vernier. Take your Vernier and get it so that the larger legs are flat on each side of the bearing. Please use the picture below as a reference.

If you do not own a Vernier we sell both standard and digital ones on our website.

https://www.bearingrevolution.co.uk/verniers-l